
Interacting with 
Sound:

Creating Accessible, Engaging Gameplay

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Hello, my name is Adriane Kuzminski, and today I would like to talk to you about interacting with sound, creating accessible, engaging gameplay.So, accessible, engaging? What do those words really mean when it comes to sound design? Well, let me start off with a quick story. 



The AbleGamers
Charity

#SoEveryoneCanGame
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Mark Barlet (CEO), Steve Spohn (COO), 
Craig Kaufman (Program Director) with 

Andrea Rene Drake, Host of Kinda Funny

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Back in 2013, I was walking the show floor at PAX East, and I came across a booth for The AbleGamers Charity. There I spoke to Mark Barlet, Steve Spohn, and Craig Kaufman, who explained how games need to be more accessible to people with disabilities. I was taken aback. I had never thought about gaming with a disability. So, after the show I did a little research. 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
I learned about how color blind filters and closed captioning were becoming the standard in video games and making huge a difference for gamers. I also learned about the accessible controllers that were available…



Released June 2018
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The Xbox One 
Adaptive Controller

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Which have since been succeeded by Microsoft's own adaptive controller for the Xbox One. But of course, I am a sound designer, so naturally I wanted to know what games were accessible in their audio for blind gamers. That's when I started to see the gap. 
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Presentation Notes
I went to Audiogames.net, which is a website specifically geared towards gamers with visual impairments, and I tried out several audio-only games. These were games that brought people together who were generally ignored by the industry and even many game accessibility advocates at the time. And these games also encouraged gamers with visual impairments to learn code themselves, as they were often developed in Python.



• Accessible on Mac with 
Flo Tools (2016)
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• Accessible with the 
Osara extension (2015)

• Not accessible yet

Presenter
Presentation Notes
However, because tools used for audio production and game development were at the early stages of their accessibility - and have since vastly improved - the soundscapes in these games weren't always engaging. They were accessible, but they didn't really suck me in.



By Driftwood Entertainment

Photo: “Catacombs Stock” by 
Moonchilde-Stock

Swamp

Entombed

By Jeremy Kaldobsky
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
There were some standouts, like Swamp and Entombed, which not only had immersive audio – they were also engaging first-person shooters and turn-based strategy games. But the gap was still there. These game were made for specifically for blind players, while just about every other game was made for sighted players. I didn't think it had to be this way, and luckily neither did many others.



@SightlessKombat @lirin111

Brandon Cole SightlessKombat Tomasz Tworek
@superblindman
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Accessibility Advocates

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Meet Brandon Cole, Sightless Kombat, and Tomasz Tworek. These guys are gamers with visual impairments who started off by playing just about any game they could get their hands on. And they let people know about it and what challenges they faced. 



http://forum.audiogames.net/viewtopic.php?id=10067
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Tomasz did this by starting a thread to compile all mainstream games that he and others were able to play, even if the developers never intended their games to be blind accessible.
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http://www.brandoncole.net/

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Brandon got the word out with his blog, which he has been writing for years. He not only talks about accessibility, but also representation of blind characters in games and the state accessibility on consoles. He has also spoken at GDC, the Game Accessibility Conference, accessibility boot camps for Microsoft and Sony, and has visited developers in their studios. 
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http://www.wcmt.sightlesskombat.com/Report.shtml

Presenter
Presentation Notes
And Sightless has most recently written a report about the state of blind accessibility in games while attending E3. This report was created for the Winston Churchill Memorial Trust and covers companies like Nintendo, Microsoft, Sony, Valve, and others.He too has spoken at the Game Accessibility Conference and Microsoft’s Gaming and Disability boot camp, and has visited several studios.
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Carlos Vasquez
@OBSKHRattlehead

Presenter
Presentation Notes
And there are many others, like Carlos Vasquez, who competed at Evo 2013 and spoke to Hector Sanchez from NetherRealm about how he played fighting games and the barriers he faced. Carlos was able to relay in their conversation that in Injustice: Gods Among Us, he was held back from competing because when players could interact with scene objects, the notification was only visual. Soon after NetherRealm included an audible notification, and all it took was that one sound to vastly improve the gameplay experience for blind competitors.



Blind Twitch/YouTube Streamers
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@BGFH79 @ross_minor @Liamerven @stevesaylor

KephasAIE IllegallySighted Ross Minor Liam Erven Steve Saylor

@TheKephas

blindgamer102

@blindgamer102

Presenter
Presentation Notes
And the community is only growing, not only in players but also the number of blind gamers who stream on Twitch and YouTube.
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Frequency 
Missing

Jack Ryan, 
Jurassic Park

FEER A Hero’s Call

Reverge
Labs

Nifty Sound Earplay Iris Meyer 
& Hansjörg

Mikesch

Out of Sight 
Games

Skullgirls

Blind 
Sparrow 

Interactive

Upcoming…

New Blind-accessible Games

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Plus, there are several game studios that have launched to make games playable by both blind and sighted players.
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Turn 10 Studios

Presentation Audio Lead: 

Responsibilities: Audio owner for User Experience, Cinematic 
Presentation, Voiceover, and Accessibility

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Even developers like Turn 10 Studios have shown great interest in accessibility with their praise of accessibility roles other companies and the inclusion of accessibility as a major part of an audio role which they recently hired.So, what does this all mean for you and your studio? Why should you care about blind gamers? 



There are blind accessible solutions for almost every other 
type of media…
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• Audiobooks
• Screen readers

• Audio Description • Screen Readers
• Web Accessibility 

Content Guidelines 
(WCAG)

Books Film & Television Internet

So why should we ignore games?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
For me personally, I care because there are blind-accessible solutions for almost every other type of media. For books, we have audiobooks and screen readers. For television and film, we have audio description. And for interactive media like the internet, we have screen readers and standards like the Web Content Accessibility Guidelines. I believe games that are just as important as these other media and that they can the express the human experience just as beautifully….So why should we ignore games?
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At least in the U.S. around 1 in 4 
gamers are over the age of 50 (ESA)

1 in 10 people have dyslexia 
(Dyslexia International)

People with Low Vision

Aging Gamers

Dyslexia

285 million (WHO)

50+

Presenter
Presentation Notes
If your bottom line is more your concern, then take this into consideration. There are 285 million people who are visually impaired. We have an ever growing population of aging gamers who are at risk of losing their vision.And blind accessibility can help people with no visual impairments at all, like people who struggle with text from dyslexia, or because they are learning a new language. There is also growing research into the effect of audio on people with Sensory Processing Disorders and autism. 
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Presentation Notes
You can even look out of accessibility to find uses for blind-accessible audio. Car audio is emerging into the game space with eyes-free, hands-free gaming. And if we look at some of the current challenges in VR, like subtitles and motion sickness, we could consider offloading some of this visual strain with audio solutions.So now that we understand the who and the why, what about the how? Accessible, engaging. How do we create audio that communicates sometimes dry gameplay information while still being immersive? Luckily, we are not the first ones to ask this question. 



User Experience Design
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
User Experience designers have been creating immersive, accessible experiences for everything from webpages to physical products. Sure, they primarily deal with the visual aspects, but we can learn a lot from them. In my talk last year for GameSoundCon, I spoke about how sound designers can find inspiration from User Interface design, but this time I'd like to focus more on User Experience design, which can help us create accessible and engaging user-focused audio.      So, let’s take a look at Personas.
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Presentation Notes
No, not that Persona. 
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Presentation Notes
Personas help us look at the features we need by understanding the tasks, behaviors, and attitudes of our users. They help us examine what we expect of users and what users expect of our games with storytelling. 
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“When you hear ‘someone might want this’ you 
know you’re about to hear a really bad design 
decision.” – Alan Cooper

Presenter
Presentation Notes
There is a great quote which is: “When you hear ‘someone might want this’ you know you’re about to hear a really bad design decision.” This is a quote by Alan Cooper, who – among many things - pioneered the use of Personas in interaction design. I want everyone to keep it in mind. It can be easy to get sucked into design rabbit holes when trying to understand the needs of others who you may not relate to. And mislead guesswork can greatly take up your limited time, money, and especially energy. Instead, creating Personas can help us understand and remember how people approach our games with their different experiences and goals. Let's take a look at a couple examples.



Wyatt
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Image modified from www.vecteezy.com

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Meet Wyatt. She is a gamer with dyslexia who likes to play story-rich games. To be immersed, she likes to delve into all the lore, which is why some of her favorites games are from the Fallout and Elder Scrolls series. However, though she has no issues with her sight, she can hardly get through a few pages in the books in Skyrim, because of their hard-to-read fonts. Wyatt’s desires are pretty straightforward. She wants to be able to access written in-game stories without having to leave the game to go online and listen to the stories read by YouTubers.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Which, yes, does exist. 



Ted
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Image modified from www.vecteezy.com

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Now meet Ted. Ted grew up playing Nintendo games like Dr. Mario and NHL '96, but by his early twenties, he was legally blind. Now he has children, and he recently bought them a Wii U, which re-ignited his own interest in games. His son Jalen is especially fond of games, but he is sensitive to certain sounds because of his Sensory Processing Disorder.�Ted wants to be able to play games without having to get up and stand close to the screen to read the menus. He wants to teach his kids good TV viewing habits, and also, they like to sit on his lap while they play. Since he’s more of a passive player, he doesn't mind giving his kids the controller when he’s stuck on a scene that is inaccessible. And though he has memorized menus in the games they play the most, he doesn't particularly enjoy doing this.



Jasmine
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Image modified from www.vecteezy.com

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Finally, meet Jasmine. Since Jasmine was born, she has only been able to see small amounts of light - not shapes and especially not text. She first started to play games as a teen on Xbox One using co-pilot with her sister. They would play Halo 5 together – she would control the weapons and her sister would handle all the movement. When her family subscribed to Game Pass, she experimented with just about every game available, eventually discovering Injustice, which inspired her to try out other fighting games, like Skullgirls, on her laptop using her screen reader. For Jasmine, she likes to play with her sister, but she also wants to be able to play by herself. She wishes she could play more strategy games, as she's a fan of Pandemic and Munchkins, and she wants to be able play games in their entirety without having to ask her family for help. She has no problem memorizing menus, or looking up controller schemes online, or even memorizing entire maps. She also wishes quick-time events were audible, so she could take up the challenge.



Prototype – Tower Defense 2D assets
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https://assetstore.unity.com/packages/templates/packs/tower-defense-2d-85612

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Now that we've gotten to know our audience a little bit. Let's introduce a prototype. Luckily I have one handy. Last year I looked into how I could make a tower defense game blind accessible. I used the Tower Defense 2D template for Unity, created by the developer Goodday, and did my best to make it playable without sight. It's not perfect, but I learned a lot. Let's take a quick look at the first level. PLAYWhen planning the audio for this prototype, the first thing I had to do was ask myself – what must I have to meet the needs of my intended audience. Let's take a look again at Wyatt and what she wants.



• Wants long paragraphs of text to be 
accessible through audio

Wyatt
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Image modified from www.vecteezy.com

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Since Wyatt only struggles with long paragraphs of text, we can ask ourselves - can we make this text audible? But this question goes a little deeper. We could use voice actors, or we could use a text-to-speech engine. Now, there has been some debate about including screen readers vs. voice actors. My belief is that we should utilize them both. And perhaps you’re thinking, “Screen readers? They are so annoying!” Well, yes, maybe, if you don’t use them, but for people who rely on them on a daily basis, they can be just as immersive as when you settle into a good book. Also, there are benefits to screen readers that I think are often overlooked. Many people comprehend their screen readers at very high speeds. I, myself, use them to quickly read academic material, or when I want to give my eyes a rest. But even with my passive use, I think the pace in the demo I showed you was pretty slow. And for people who listen to screen readers on a regular basis, their speed sounds more like this: PLAYAnd I’ve heard screen readers even faster than this. At these fast paces, players are not slowed down any more than those who are reading the text. Also, screen readers are sounding more natural than ever, and users can choose the voice they want to identify with. You can also use them to prototype dialogue. However, though there are now screen readers on consoles, they don’t quite work in game yet. In the end, the main point is that you should test with blind gamers in person to see how they interact with technology. 



Wyatt
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Image modified from www.vecteezy.com

• Wants long paragraphs of text to be 
accessible through audio

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Getting back to Wyatt, I would prefer that the storyline in the tower defense demo was read by a voice actor. After all, it’s hard to think of games like The Stanley Parable or Thomas Was Alone without their narrators. But in the case of your game, if you have say 450 books that want to be audible and you can’t find it in your budget to support 368 thousand more words of dialogue, perhaps your users of all abilities could get used to screen readers like this. PLAYLet's move on to the next persona.



Ted
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• Wants all text to be accessible

• Wants control over the volume of 
dialogue and others sounds

Presenter
Presentation Notes
For Ted, we have some of the same concerns when balancing screen readers and voice actors. However, for Ted, his needs all text including menus to be spoken, which won't be a problem as long as he's a PC user. He also prefers audio sliders not only so he can hear the dialogue clearly, but also to help his son Jalen concentrate. As I said before, the role of audio with Sensory Processing Disorders and autism is young. It seems the most distracting sounds for people with SPD come from certain frequency ranges, or their unexpected nature, or their lack of meaning, and there are therapies that deal with removing and reintroducing distracting sounds. 



Pit People
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
The best thing you can do for now is make sure that you cover the basics with sliders for music, voiceover, ambience, and even the user interface if you can swing it, especially if you have a game that requires a lot of concentration. You can also extend to other areas, like The Behemoth did with Pit People. They includes sliders for the narrator, dialogue, and sound effects, too. In Battleblock Theater, one of their earlier games - which required quite a lot of concentration - they even allowed you to control how often the narrator would insult you during the levels.



Jasmine
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• Wants to know… 

• …where enemies are coming and going

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Finally, we have Jasmine. Not only does she need all text to be accessible with audio, she also needs all icons and movements in the game to have sounds, too, which can quickly overload a player if you don't create a hierarchy of importance. So we must ask ourselves, what sounds are most important to Jasmine? First, in the tower defense demo, it is important that she knows where the enemies are coming from and where they are going. This is handled by panning the enemies’ footsteps, from the left to the right, as they cross the battlefield. The footsteps are also ducked low in the mix at the beginning, since the player already knows they’ve arrived from their growls. As the enemies go along the map, their footsteps get louder and are panned more harshly on the right side to make them stand out from the mix. This notifies the player that they need to strengthen their right side towers - and to top it off, the enemies blow a battle horn, panned to the right, at a spot on the map that still gives players time to defender their final positions. One note, and this may seem obvious, but stereo panning doesn’t just help with tower defense games. It's also important for 2D fighting games and Smash Bros clones, so that players can quickly identify their location through the chaos.



Jasmine
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• Wants to know… 

• …where enemies are coming and going

• …when enemies have arrived

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Other information that is important for Jasmine to know, is when her defenders or the enemies are killed during battle - so all death and injury sounds are panned to their location on the map. She also needs to know when the hordes first arrive - and in this case, the enemies come in groups of 3 for each wave. They then all growl together with their distinct voices, giving the player some indication of who has arrived. If I were to make an adjustment, however, I would also add some musical stingers to each wave to make it more dramatic and perhaps less annoying.



Jasmine
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• Wants to know… 

• …where enemies are coming and going

• …when enemies have arrived

• …how many enemies remain and how 
much gold she has

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Though she can tell when enemies are dying, it’s also important for her to know how many enemies are left on the battlefield. She could estimate this from the rumble of the footsteps, but I think it’s important for her to have an exact count so she can play strategically. Instead of having the game tell her periodically how many enemies remain - which would only distract her from what she is currently focusing on - Jasmine instead has a hotkey to find out how many enemies are left - whenever she wants. She can also use another hotkey to find out how much gold she has left. And if she attempts to purchase a defender without enough gold, an angry male choir yells – a sound I’m not completely sold on but it does the job for now.



Jasmine
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• Wants to know… 

• …where enemies are coming and going

• …when enemies have arrived

• …how many enemies remain and how 
much gold she has

• …how to begin the game quickly 
without having to memorize too much

Presenter
Presentation Notes
While hotkeys are great, it is important that we don’t abuse them and demand that Jasmine spend several minutes memorizing these controls before starting the game. You could follow control schemes that are used in other audio games, but mainly we want to make sure that she understands the basics and how to access the help menu. This is done in the demo by using a consistent control scheme, using the Arrow keys for direction, the Spacebar to select, Enter for help, and Escape to leave, along with the 2 aforementioned hotkeys and T to open the tower menu.The navigation controls are repeated throughout the opening menus to help her pick up on the pattern before she begins. She is also told how to access the help menu before the level starts. It is here where she can learn the 3 hotkeys. If I were to make an adjustment, I’d also consider a quick step-by-step tutorial before starting the level.



Jasmine
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• Wants to know… 

• …where enemies are coming and going

• …when enemies have arrived

• …how many enemies remain and how 
much gold she has

• …how to begin the game quickly 
without having to memorize too much

• …how to navigate around the map 
quickly

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Finally, it is important that Jasmine can move around the map and select her defenders quickly. This is facilitated by a few things. First, she is able to interrupt the screen reader at any time, and she can choose the speed of the screen reader. She is also told the most important terms first, so she doesn’t have to wait on wordiness. Changing the words “Tower 1” to “First tower” could also even help save her time. 



Jasmine
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• Wants to know… 

• …where enemies are coming and going

• …when enemies have arrived

• …how many enemies remain and how 
much gold she has

• …how to begin the game quickly 
without having to memorize too much

• …how to navigate around the map 
quickly

• …how she can be most immersed in 
the story

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Finally, though it wasn’t implemented in the video, Jasmine may also prefer that the backstory be delivered by a compelling voice actor instead of the screen reader.



Core Elements for Accessible Sound

38

Speed Flexibility Memory load Notifications/
reinforcements

Emotion and 
storytelling

Image modified from www.vecteezy.com

Presenter
Presentation Notes
So, we’ve looked at our Personas and our prototype. Let’s see if we can find some guidelines to keep in mind for future games. I grouped these points into speed, flexibility, memory load, notifications and reinforcements, and emotion and storytelling.
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Speed • Be concise & place key terms first
• Allow dialogue to be interrupted if not 

crucial
• Sounds that are often interrupted should be 

shortened or ducked
• Rarer, more gratifying sounds can last longer

Be concise and allow 
interruptions

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Speed is incredibly important, especially for blind gamers who depend on audio. If there’s an unexpected delay, you can completely lose the feel of the gameplay. And if you have to wait for a sound to play when you already know what you want to do, that can kill the feel, too. Sounds that are long and can’t be interrupted can also distract gamers - along with wordy dialogue, so make sure key terms are stated first. For dialogue, you can consider doing this in a natural way by mimicking conversational dialogue. And when it comes to sound effects that are frequently interrupted by players, consider shortening or ducking these sounds. But if they rare and more gratifying, then they can last a little longer, like one of my favorite sounds from Fallout: New Vegas.



• Allow players to choose speed of 
dialogue
• Include audio sliders
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Flexibility
Allow players to choose the 
speed and clarity of sounds

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Expanding on speed is flexibility, which we’ve covered quite a bit. Essentially, allow your players to choose the speed of the screen reader, and provide sliders so they can choose what audio information they’d like to prioritize.



• Tutorials and pacing
• Familiarization 
• Real-life 
• Genre-specific
• Standardization (vs. audio branding)
• Logical, consistent, and predictable 

patterns
• Repetition & “one sound, one function”
• Alternate between dialogue and SFX
• Allow access to help
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Working memory
Limit what needs to be 
memorized in certain amounts 
of time

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Now for Working Memory. This is essentially the next step when information in the sensory memory has been reinforced. This info is meant to be memorized long enough so players don't need to actively recall each time they hear a sound. One way of expediting info to the working memory, is to make sure you don’t demand too much is  memorized at once. This can be achieved with pacing, like tutorials, or by using the sounds familiar to the player’s past experiences. Familiarization is incredibly important when minimizing memory load. Just like how we can look at certain icons, like a magnifying glass, and know it represents a search function, audio can use references in the same way. Coin sounds often represent money. And in the game Frequency Missing, items and people were iconized by the sounds of their movements, like jiggling door knobs, scribbling pencils, and rattling boxes. You can also see if there are patterns that already exist in your game’s genre, though I doubt we’ll ever see “standard” sounds, similar to the icons used in user interfaces. In this case, it’s important to create logical, consistent, and predictable patterns. For example, listen to sounds in Bejeweled Stars. PLAYEven in this short clip, there is a lot going on, and they used repetition and “one sound, one function” to help players memorize abstract sounds. Dialogue can also help minimize memory load. In the tower defense demo, I alternated between SFX and dialogue, using sound effects when players are likely to be sure of their actions - such as when they select a menu option - and dialogue when there is a chance they may have made a mistake - such as with the hotkeys. Dialogue is also crucial when players need help, which they should be able to access at any time.
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Working memory
Limit what needs to be 
memorized in certain amounts 
of time

• Memory load: Arrow keys, Enter, Escape, 
G = gold, E = enemies, upgrade defender 
successful, no gold left

• Familiar SFX: Enemy footsteps and 
panning, enemy deaths, defender deaths, 
battle horn

• Dialogue: type of defender, selected 
towers, gold accrued, enemies remaining

Presenter
Presentation Notes
You can even weigh the strain on your player’s memory load by categorizing your sounds. For the tower defense demo, players have to memorize the functions of the Arrow keys, Enter, Spacebar, Escape, and the T, E, and G keys. Two sounds that also need to be memorized are when the player successfully purchases a defender and when they are out of gold, since they are not clear enough to be understood outside the context of the gameplay.�And for the sounds that are relatively familiar and could be recognized on sensory memory alone, they are the footsteps, enemy and defender injuries and deaths, and the battle horn indicating the enemy is near the end.And precise information that was left to dialogue, was the defender and tower selections, the number of enemies remaining, and the gold accrued. These were followed by quick sound effects to confirm their action.



Notifications and Feedback: 
• Don’t overdo reminders
• Hierarchy of importance 
• Allow reminders to be initiated by player
• Ducking

• Use clear patterns to deter wrong 
actions
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Notifications/
reinforcement
Let players know what to 
expect and what you expect of 
them

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Most informational sound effects are either notifications or reinforcements. If the player needs to know a zombie horde is on its way, they should hear it coming. If they pull the trigger to shoot a zombie, the gun should fire. If their health is low, they should hear struggled breathing or a louder heat beat. These are just some of the ways we inform players and reinforce their actions. Just as we don’t want to demand too high of a memory load, we also don’t want to overdo it with notifications. Low health would be important to know right away, but maybe a player doesn’t need a sound every time they need to reload. Just as with the hotkeys in the demo, it’s important to figure out what sounds should be initiated by the game or by the player. Of these sounds, it’s also important to know what should be prioritized in the mix. How common is the sound? If it’s not clearly heard would it affect the gamplay? How gratifying is the action it represents? Also, use clear patterns to deter actions. We often hear alarms and buzzers in games, and it’s important to keep the aesthetic of the error sounds separate from regular notifications.
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Story and Emotion
Find a balance between 
storytelling and instructions

• Use voice actors for story content
• Use screen readers for: 
• Dry instruction 
• Wherever speedy text-to-speech could 

give players an advantage.

Image modified from www.vecteezy.com

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Finally, to top off the balance of voice actors and screen readers, use voice actors for story content, and use screen readers for dry instructions and places where the speed of the screen reader would give the player an advantage.
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• Wearing a blind fold doesn’t make you a 
blind gamer

• Accessibility needs to be backed by real 
needs, real experiences, and real research

• Accessibility is an iterative process that 
evolves with games

• Consider accessibility of consoles, stores, 
development tools, and your own website

• Test with gamers through…
• AbleGamers Player Panels
• The Accessibility User Research Collective
• Audiogames.net
• Disability Rights Organizations

User Testing:

Further 
considerations

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Accessibility needs to be informed by gamers who are blind and not by blind-folded developers. They need to be tested by these players’ set ups and backed by real research.Also accessibility is an iterative process. It evolves with games, so what works for one game may not work for another. Also, consider the accessibility of consoles, stores like Steam, development tools like Unity and UE4, and your own website. You must look at the full experience for gamers with visual impairments. Luckily there are gamers out there who can lend their experiences. AbleGamers now has Player Panels which connect developers with gamers with disabilities, who are willing to test out games, and there is the Accessibility User Research Collective. There are also people on Audiogames.net who would love to share their thoughts. And there are organizations dedicated to the rights of people with visual impairments.



• Microsoft Guide Dogs
• imitone by interactopia LLC
• Accessible Realities by Zohar Gan
• Sable Game Creator by Ebon Sky 

Studios
• Audiogame Jam every October run by 

James Kyle

Further 
considerations
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Accessible Tools and 
Non-game Tech: 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Finally, look at other projects, like the Guide Dogs app by Microsoft, which helps blind people navigate around town. Developers like interactopia LLC are also making their music plug-ins for Reaper and Pro Tools blind-accessible. Zohar Gan has been working on a way to make VR experiences in Unreal Engine accessible for blind players. Eboy Sky Studios is creating blind accessibility game making software. And finally, ever October, James Kyle runs an Audiogame Jam to encourage others to make blind-accessible games. 



Resources

• Talk resources can be found at:
www.smashclay.com/resources

• Brandon Cole’s website: 
www.brandoncole.net

• SightlessKombat’s website: 
www.wcmt.sightlesskombat.com/
Report.shtml

• Tomasz Tworek’s accessible games list:
forum.audiogames.net/viewtopic.
php?id=10067

• Polygamer interview with Joseph Bein
from Out of Sight Games:

www.polygamer.net/2018/01/17/
pg74-joseph-bein/
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
And just to iterate some of the resources used in this talk, you can go to the resources page on my website, smashclay.com. And visit brandoncole.net to read his stories, go to audiogames.net to see Tomasz’s list of accessible games, and be sure to read Sightless’s report for his fellowship with the Winston Churchill Memorial Trust. And while there are several podcasts about accessibility, one episode I recommend is an interview with Joseph Bein from Out of Sight Games with Ken Gagne from Polygamer. 



Thank You
Adriane Kuzminski

@smashclayaudio
adriane@smashclay.com

www.smashclay.com 

A big thanks to Audiokinetic for inviting me to speak!
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